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“Which Civic Education for a true European citizenship?”

FNISM Nat ional  Federat ion Teachers
Qualified Professional Association for the Education of Teachers and Principals

Section of Reggio Calabria

Norma anteposta
nel livido abbaglio del sogno,

frutto cosciente di obblighi morali,
etico parto di mamma giustizia,

inseguendo, gabbiano ormai stanco
la pura essenza della verità.

Marco Ippolito

Poetry - Short Stories - “Katya Pangallo: Give us a Smile” - Photography - Sociological Research

Marco Ippolito, a sensitive young man, 
open and attentive to the needs of his land, 
planned projects for tourism development 
and youth entrepreneurship. As an Arts 
Promoter he outlined, specifically through 
hiscounselling activity, the profile of a 
psycho-socio-analyst figure. He took part in 
a territorial researchas a social worker at the 
Regional Anti-mafia Observatory for youth 
problems. A scientific work on the empathy 
of communication was the subsequent fruit 
of his own initiative.
Endowed with an eclectic culture, he did 
not neglect any type of reading and refined 
a particular aptitude for poetry, of which he 
left ample testimony. Marco wrote several 
articles published by specialized newspapers 
and magazines; he also wrote and published 
a collection of poems and received several 
artistic and cultural awards.

Alberto Ippolito, a nonchalant and 
good-natured young man, from an early 
age showed marked traits of generosity 
and attention to the environment 
considered in its biodiversity. As an avid 
book eater, he assimilated an eclectic 
culture and a strong passion for the 
theatre. Student at the Faculty of Law in 
Bologna, he completed his studies at the 
University of Reggio Calabria.
Gifted with great analytical skills, 
he specialized in criminal law and 
successfully attended one of the most 
prestigious law offices in the city.
A lover of literature and poetry, he left a 
rich lyric production that still emphasises 
both his intimacy and emotions.

Europe: a higher level of human civilization.
 (Francesco Gui)


